Golden Seamstress Rubric
Entries should consist of a complete set of clothing, including head gear appropriate to the period and the culture
and proper shaping garments (e.g. corset, farthingale, padding). The cost and lack of availability of some materials
(such as gold thread, silk brocade, real jewels and pearls etc.) should be considered in judging of entries. The judges
should not penalize the methods and materials score if reasonable substitutions were made and justified.

Materials and Fabrics (Score: 1-20 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range.
Which materials and fabrics did the team choose and why? (Just the choices of the materials and fabrics
themselves, not how they were created, altered, cut, or manipulated in any way.)
Does the team know what would have been done in period? Can they explain why they did things differently?
Did the model request specific things that would go against what was normally done in period?
Was there a cost factor involved (either the budget being small or the period fabric being prohibitively
expensive)?

1-5

6-10

Novice
Use of modern materials to
produce a work that would not
be accepted in period but either
bears some relationship to an
authentic work or which might
be useful within SCA Culture.
Entry is inconsistent to period,
location and persona.
Use of modern materials to
produce a work that looks or
feels somewhat authentic to the
time period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed.

11-15

Use of modern materials and
limited period materials to
produce a work that looks or
feels mostly authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed.

16-20

Use of mostly period and modern

Advanced
Use of modern materials to
produce a work that looks or
feels somewhat authentic to the
time period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed.

Master
Use of modern materials and
limited period materials to
produce a work that looks or
feels mostly authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed

Use of modern materials and
limited period materials to
produce a work that looks or
feels mostly authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed
Use of mostly period and modern
materials to produce a work that
looks or feels authentic to the
time period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed.

Use of period and limited
modern materials to produce a
work that looks or feels authentic
to the time period, location,
culture and economic class for
which it was constructed.

Use of materials primarily

Use of materials entirely

Use of materials primarily
documentable to the period for
which it was constructed or the
use of modern materials in a way
that does not detract from the
appearance and feels appropriate
to the persona for whom the
clothing was constructed.
Substitutions of modern fabrics
with the same drape and
appearance should be noted in
the documentation.

materials to produce a work that
looks or feels authentic to the
time period, location, culture and
economic class for which it was
constructed.

documentable to the period for
which it was constructed or the
use of modern materials in a way
that does not detract from the
appearance and feels appropriate
to the persona for whom the
clothing was constructed.
Substitutions of modern fabrics
with the same drape and
appearance should be noted in
the documentation.

documentable to the period for
which it was constructed (ex:
hand woven fabric of natural
fibers dyed with authentic
materials, hand sewn) or the use
of modern materials in a way
that does not detract from the
appearance and feels appropriate
to the persona for whom the
clothing was constructed.
Substitutions of modern fabrics
with the same drape and
appearance should be noted in
the documentation.

Fit (Score 1-20 points)
Coose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range.
How well does the outfit fit the model’s body type? Is there any puckering or pulling? How do the more
difficult areas fit? Are the garments too loose or too tight?
Does the model have any special needs that would include a departure from the period fit? (e.g., scoliosis)
Does the model have any special requests that would depart from a period fit? (e.g., make the hem shorter so it
doesn’t drag in the mud because the fabric is expensive)
Does the fit of every piece of the outfit seem appropriate and work together? (underwear, outerwear, and
accessories all fit and fit together)

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

Novice
Limited knowledge of the
concepts of fitting are present.
The team is showing great
beginner effort.
Knowledge of the some of the
concepts of fitting are present,
there is evidence of developing
skills in the execution.
Knowledge of several of the
concepts of fitting are present,
there is evidence of moderate
skills present.

Advanced
Knowledge of the some of the
concepts of fitting are present.
There is evidence of moderate
skills in the execution.
Knowledge of several of the
concepts of fitting are present.
There is evidence of advanced
skills present.
Knowledge of most of the
concepts of fitting are present.
The team demonstrates
considerable skill in the
execution of fitting techniques.

Advanced knowledge of most of
the concepts of fitting are
present, there is evidence of
advanced skills present.

The fit of these garments
approaches the expectations of a
master class team. The team
demonstrates excellent skills in
the execution of fitting
techniques.

Master
Knowledge of the concepts of
fitting are present, but more
practise is needed to achieve a
good fit on all elements.
Knowledge of the concepts of
fitting are present, but more
practise is needed to achieve a
good fit on many of the elements
The fit of these garments
approaches the expectations of a
master class team. Knowledge of
the concepts of fitting are
present, but there are a few
fitting issues that could use
work.
The fit of these garments meets
the expectations of a master class
team. An excellent knowledge
of the concepts of fitting are
present, and there are little to no
fitting problems.

Scope (Score: 1-20 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range. Rank the ambition, not the success, of the
following elements.
How much did the team attempt as a whole on site?
Is the scope attempted appropriate for the historical time period?
Is the scope attempted appropriate to the skill level of the team as a whole and each of its members?
What accessories were chosen to compliment the outfit? (Not necessarily made, which would be covered under a
“Accessories Made on Site” section)

1-5

6-10

11-15

Novice
Simple costume with very few
elements using beginner skills
and simple construction
techniques. Materials are easy to
work with and require little
attention to matching. Tools and
techniques are entirely modern.
Project does not contain enough
complexity to occupy the team
for the duration of the
competition.
Moderate level costume with
elements using basic skills and
construction techniques.
Materials are fairly easy to work
with and require some attention
to matching. Tools and
techniques are mostly modern.
Project contains enough
complexity to occupy the team
for the duration of the
competition.

Advanced
Moderate level costume with
elements using basic skills and
construction techniques.
Materials are fairly easy to work
with and require some attention
to matching. Tools and
techniques are mostly modern.
Project does not contain enough
complexity to occupy an
advanced team for the duration
of the competition.
Somewhat complex costume
with elements using mid-level
skills and mid-level construction
techniques. Materials are fairly
easy to work with and require
some attention to matching.
Tools and techniques are mostly
modern. Project contains enough
complexity to occupy an
advanced team for the duration
of the competition.

Somewhat complex costume
with elements using mid-level
skills and mid-level construction
techniques. Materials are fairly
easy to work with and require
some attention to matching.
Tools and techniques are mostly
modern. Project contains enough
complexity to challenge a novice
team for the duration of the
competition.

Complex or ambitious project
using advanced skills and
construction techniques. Project
requires advanced level fitting
techniques to achieve the proper
look. Materials are somewhat
complicated to work with and
require some attention to
matching, nap, etc. Tools and
techniques incorporate period
elements where reasonably
possible. Project contains enough

Master
Somewhat complex costume
with elements using somewhat
advanced level skills and
construction techniques.
Materials require some attention
to matching, nap, etc. Tools and
techniques are mostly modern.
Project does not contain enough
complexity to challenge a master
class team for the duration of the
competition.
Complex or ambitious project for
using extremely advanced skills
and construction techniques.
Materials are complicated to
work with and require some
attention to matching, nap, etc.
where applicable. Tools and
techniques incorporate period
elements where reasonably
possible. Project contains
enough complexity to occupy
master class team for the
duration of the competition
Very complex or ambitious
project for master level team
using very advanced skills and
construction techniques. Project
requires master level fitting
techniques to achieve the proper
look. Materials are quite
complicated to work with and
require attention to matching,
nap, etc. where applicable.
Tools and techniques incorporate
period elements where

complexity to challenge an
advanced team for the duration
of the competition
16-20

Incredibly complex or ambitious
project for a novice team using
advanced skills and construction
techniques. Project requires
advanced level fitting techniques
to achieve the proper look.
Materials are more complicated
to work with and require some
attention to matching, nap, etc.
Tools and techniques incorporate
period elements where
reasonably possible. Project
incorporates more elements and
detail than can reasonably be
expected to be accomplished by
a novice team within the given
time

Incredibly complex or ambitious
project for an advanced team
using very advanced skills and
construction techniques. Project
requires advanced level fitting
techniques to achieve the proper
look. Materials are more
complicated to work with and
require some attention to
matching, nap, etc. Tools and
techniques incorporate period
elements where reasonably
possible. Project incorporates
more elements and detail than
can reasonably be expected to be
accomplished by an advanced
team of their size within the
given time.

reasonably possible. Project
contains enough complexity to
challenge a master class team for
the duration of the competition
Incredibly complex or ambitious
project for master level team
using master level skills and
construction techniques. Project
requires master level fitting
techniques to achieve the proper
look. Materials are complicated
to work with and require
attention to matching, nap, etc.
Tools and techniques incorporate
period elements where
reasonably possible. Project
incorporates more elements and
detail than can reasonably be
expected to be accomplished by
a master team of their size within
the given time.

Workmanship (Score: 1-20 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range.
What new skills did each member of the team learn while working on this project?
How well did the team appear to work together? (taking into account the stress of working for nearly 24 hours
non-stop in close proximity to one another)
For those portions of the outfit that were completed, what was the finish like on those items and was it
appropriate for the time period of the outfit?

1-5

6-10

Novice
Technical skills are at a novice
level. The team is showing very
limited knowledge of sewing
techniques. Beginner skills are
evident in the stitching, neatness,
detailing, handling of fabric and
finishing techniques.

Advanced
Technical skills are at a simple
advanced level. The team is
showing limited knowledge of
sewing techniques. Stitching,
neatness, detailing, handling of
fabric and finishing techniques
are at a simple advanced level.

Technical skills are at a novice
level. The team is showing
limited knowledge of sewing
techniques. Stitching, neatness,
detailing, handling of fabric and
finishing techniques are at a

Technical skills are at a midlevel. The team is showing
knowledge of good sewing
techniques. Some skill is
demonstrated in stitching,
neatness, detailing, handling of

Master
Technical skills are at a midlevel. The team is showing
knowledge of good sewing
techniques. Some skill is
demonstrated in stitching,
neatness, detailing, handling of
fabric and finishing techniques.
An attempt was made to match
patterns on fabrics if any.
Technical skills are at an
advanced level. Good technique
is displayed in stitching,
neatness, handling of fabric and
finishing techniques. Skill is
used in the details (ruffs, boning,

novice level.

fabric and finishing techniques.
An attempt was made to match
patterns on fabrics if any.

11-15

Technical skills are at a midlevel. The team is showing
knowledge of good sewing
techniques. Some skill is
demonstrated in stitching,
neatness, detailing, handling of
fabric and finishing techniques.
An attempt was made to match
patterns on fabrics if any.

16-20

Technical skills are at an
advanced level. Good technique
is displayed in stitching,
neatness, handling of fabric and
finishing techniques. Skill is
used in the details (ruffs, boning,
trim, embroidery, pleating,
jewelling, foundations). The
fabric was handled appropriately
and any pattern was considered
for the cutting of the pieces.

Technical skills are at an
advanced level. Good technique
is displayed in stitching,
neatness, handling of fabric and
finishing techniques. Skill is
used in the details (ruffs, boning,
trim, embroidery, pleating,
jewelling, foundations). The
fabric was handled appropriately
and any pattern was considered
for the cutting of the pieces.
Technical skills are at a highly
advanced level. Precision is
displayed in stitching, neatness,
handling of fabric and finishing
techniques. A considerable
amount of skill is used in the
details (ruffs, boning, trim,
embroidery, pleating, jewelling,
foundations). The fabric was
handled appropriately and any
pattern matched.

trim, embroidery, pleating,
jewelling, foundations). The
fabric was handled appropriately
and any pattern was considered
for the cutting of the pieces.
Technical skills are at a highly
advanced level. Precision is
displayed in stitching, neatness,
handling of fabric and finishing
techniques. A considerable
amount of skill is used in the
details (ruffs, boning, trim,
embroidery, pleating, jewelling,
foundations). The fabric was
handled appropriately and any
pattern matched.
Technical skills are at a master
level. Precision is displayed in
stitching, neatness, handling of
fabric and finishing techniques.
An extreme amount of skill is
used in the details (ruffs, boning,
trim, embroidery, pleating,
jewelling, foundations). The
fabric was handled appropriately
and any pattern matched.

Completeness (Score: 0-20 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range.
The completeness of the outfit does not stand on the merit of the outfit being done, finished, entirely sewn, or in
any other way “ready to hand over to the model never to be touched by the participants for one more little thing”.
For example, an outfit could get full points even with the sleeves pinned rather than sewn on and the hem
incomplete. Judges should take into consideration the number of team members on the team when evaluating this
category.
Is the garment complete enough to give a good idea of how it would appear when it is finished?
What items were added to the outfit that were more as an afterthought, rather than being part of the original plan?
For example, the team thought they’d finish early so they added a veil and a pouch.

1-5

Novice
The team accomplished some of
what they set out to do. The
outfit could use more elements to
give a complete aesthetic. Less
than half of the main elements
and or finishing elements of this
project have been completed and
not pinned together. Few of the
embellishment elements (if any)

Advanced
The team accomplished some of
what they set out to do. The
outfit could use more elements to
give a complete aesthetic. Less
than half of the main elements
and or finishing elements of this
project have been completed and
not pinned together. Few of the
embellishment elements (if any)

Master
The team accomplished some of
what they set out to do. The
outfit could use more elements to
give a complete aesthetic. Less
than half of the main elements
and or finishing elements of this
project have been completed and
not pinned together. Some of
the embellishment elements (if

6-10

11-15

16-20

are completed.
The team accomplished about
half of what they set out to do.
The outfit could use a few more
elements to give a complete
aesthetic. About half of the main
elements and or finishing
elements of this project have
been completed and not pinned
together. Some of the
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished most of
what they set out to do. The
outfit looks complete, with
nothing appearing to be lacking.
Most of the main elements of
this project have been assembled
and not pinned together. Most of
the finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) Most of he
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished all or
nearly all of what they set out to
do. The outfit looks complete,
with nothing appearing to be
lacking. The main elements of
this project have been assembled
and not pinned together. The
finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) The
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.

are completed.
The team accomplished about
half of what they set out to do.
The outfit could use a few more
elements to give a complete
aesthetic. About half of the main
elements and or finishing
elements of this project have
been completed and not pinned
together. Some of the
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished most of
what they set out to do. The
outfit looks complete, with
nothing appearing to be lacking.
Most of the main elements of this
project have been assembled and
not pinned together. Most of the
finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) Most of he
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished all or
nearly all of what they set out to
do. The outfit looks complete,
with nothing appearing to be
lacking. The main elements of
this project have been assembled
and not pinned together. The
finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) The
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.

any) are completed.
The team accomplished about
half of what they set out to do.
The outfit could use a few more
elements to give a complete
aesthetic. About half of the main
elements and or finishing
elements of this project have
been completed and not pinned
together. Some of the
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished most of
what they set out to do. The
outfit looks complete, with
nothing appearing to be lacking.
Most of the main elements of
this project have been assembled
and not pinned together. Most of
the finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) Most of he
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.
The team accomplished all or
nearly all of what they set out to
do. The outfit looks complete,
with nothing appearing to be
lacking. The main elements of
this project have been assembled
and not pinned together. The
finishing elements have been
completed (hems, seam
finishing, etc.) The
embellishment elements (if any)
are completed.

Proof & Vindication (Score: 1-25 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range.
Although judges do not require complete documentation (other than for the Master-level participants), they
appreciate seeing pictures, drawings, or research materials that inspired the team’s choices. Due to the time
constraints of the competition, documentation should ideally be 4-10 pages, including pictures. Additional
information should be available as appendices and supporting documentation.
How did the team or the model justify the materials, design, and construction of the outfit?
Was the justification appropriate for the team’s knowledge level and access to the research materials for that
culture?

Novice
Minimal information consisting
of time, place and style

Advanced
Use of minimal tertiary sources
consisting of time, place, style
and some illustrations unknown
references

6-10

Use of minimal tertiary sources
consisting of time, place, style
and some illustrations unknown
references

11-15

use of general sources; emphasis
on tertiary sources with one or
two secondary sources (ex: use
of encyclopedia articles with
additional use of a book or
article that refers to a period
source.). Some materials and
methods of construction used in
the entry are described.

use of general sources; emphasis
on tertiary sources with one or
two secondary sources (ex: use
of encyclopedia articles with
additional use of a book or article
that refers to a period source.).
Materials and methods of
construction used in the entry are
described.
Some discussion with an
emphasis on secondary sources
with one or two tertiary sources.
Materials and methods of
construction used in the entry are
described.

16-20

Some discussion with an
emphasis on secondary sources
with one or two tertiary sources.
Materials and methods of
construction used in the entry are
described.

A developed discussion making
use of critical references; sources
are largely secondary (ex:
sources refer to period
references; documentation
discusses, compares, and
contrasts the source's views).
Materials and methods of
construction used are described
and the reasons for the choices
made are discussed.

21-25

A developed discussion making
use of critical references; sources
are largely secondary (ex:
sources refer to period
references; documentation
discusses, compares, and
contrasts the source's views).
Materials and methods of
construction used are described

A developed discussion making
use of critical references; sources
are a mix of primary (if
available) and secondary sources.
Materials and methods of
construction used are described
and the reasons for the choices
made are discussed. All points
in the criteria are discussed

1-5

Master
use of general sources; emphasis
on tertiary sources with one or
two secondary sources (ex: use
of encyclopedia articles with
additional use of a book or
article that refers to a period
source.). Materials and methods
of construction used in the entry
are described.
Some discussion with an
emphasis on secondary sources
with one or two tertiary sources.
Materials and methods of
construction used in the entry are
described.

A developed discussion making
use of critical references; sources
are largely secondary (ex:
sources refer to period
references; documentation
discusses, compares, and
contrasts the source's views).
Materials and methods of
construction used are described
and the reasons for the choices
made are discussed.
A developed discussion making
use of critical references; sources
are a mix of primary (if
available) and secondary
sources. Materials and methods
of construction used are
described and the reasons for the
choices made are discussed. All
points in the criteria are
discussed briefly and clearly,
with relation to this entry.
Appendices are marked to show
what aspect of the entry they are
intended to illustrate.
An explanation of original
research/experiment and relation
of source material to it. Primary
sources (if available) and
scholarly secondary sources are
emphasized (ex: sources used are
from the appropriate period for
the entry, such as period
manuscripts, paintings or

and the reasons for the choices
made are discussed.

briefly and clearly, with relation
to this entry. Appendices are
marked to show what aspect of
the entry they are intended to
illustrate.

artifacts). All points in the
criteria are discussed briefly and
clearly, with relation to this
entry. Appendices are clearly
marked to show what aspect of
the entry they are intended to
illustrate.

Accessories Made On Site (Score: 1-25 points)
Choose the most appropriate category and rank within the scoring range
No penalty for accessories made in advance if it is due to site limitations (pewter casting, etc). Shoes, socks,
figure altering foundation garments such as corsets and farthingales may be made in advance)
What was made on site to compliment the outfit?
What was made off site (instead of on site due to site rules, number of people on the team, or complexity of the
accessories themselves) to compliment the outfit?

1-5

6-10

11-15

Novice
Minimal accessories were made
onsite. Additional accessories
could complete the look to make
it appropriate for the time period.
Accessories somewhat look and
feel authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed.
Some accessories were made
onsite. Additional accessories
could complete the look to make
it appropriate for the time period.
Accessories somewhat look and
feel authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed.

Advanced
Minimal accessories were made
onsite. Additional accessories
could complete the look to make
it appropriate for the time period.
Accessories somewhat look and
feel authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed.
Some accessories were made
onsite. Additional accessories
could complete the look to make
it appropriate for the time period.
Accessories somewhat look and
feel authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed.

Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks somewhat
complete and appropriate for the
time period. Accessories
somewhat look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic

Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks somewhat
complete and appropriate for the
time period. Accessories
somewhat look and feel authentic
to the time period, location,
culture and economic class for

Master
Some accessories were made
onsite. Additional accessories
could complete the look to make
it appropriate for the time period.
Accessories somewhat look and
feel authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed.
Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks somewhat
complete and appropriate for the
time period. Accessories
somewhat look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made almost
appropriate for the outfit. A
moderate level of skill is visible
in the accessories.
Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks mostly complete
and appropriate for the time
period. Accessories mostly look
and feel authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which they

16-20

21-25

class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made almost
appropriate for the outfit. A
moderate level of skill is visible
in the accessories.
Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks mostly complete
and appropriate for the time
period. Accessories mostly look
and feel authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which they
were constructed. The number
of accessories made is
appropriate for the outfit. Some
advanced level of skill is visible
in the accessories.
Accessories were all made onsite
(within site limitations). The
outfit looks complete and
appropriate for the time period.
Accessories look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made is appropriate
for the outfit. Some advanced
level of skill is visible in the
accessories.

which they were constructed.
The number of accessories made
almost appropriate for the outfit.
A moderate level of skill is
visible in the accessories.

were constructed. The number
of accessories made is
appropriate for the outfit. Some
advanced level of skill is visible
in the accessories.

Accessories were mostly made
onsite (within site limitations).
The outfit looks mostly complete
and appropriate for the time
period. Accessories mostly look
and feel authentic to the time
period, location, culture and
economic class for which they
were constructed. The number
of accessories made is
appropriate for the outfit. Some
advanced level of skill is visible
in the accessories.
Accessories were all made onsite
(within site limitations). The
outfit looks complete and
appropriate for the time period.
Accessories look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made is appropriate
for the outfit. An advanced level
of skill is visible in the
accessories.

Accessories were all made onsite
(within site limitations). The
outfit looks complete and
appropriate for the time period.
Accessories look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made is appropriate
for the outfit. An advanced level
of skill is visible in the
accessories.
Accessories were all made onsite
(within site limitations). The
outfit looks complete and
appropriate for the time period.
Accessories look and feel
authentic to the time period,
location, culture and economic
class for which they were
constructed. The number of
accessories made is appropriate
for the outfit. A master level of
skill is visible in the accessories.

Judge’s WOW Factor (Score: 0-50 points)
Rank the entry as a whole. How well do all the separately judged parts fit together? The entry's overall effect is
judged in this section. You may use this to express your enthusiasm over any aspect of the project that may have
impressed you. This is the only section of the Criteria where the judge may allow her/his personality, private
opinions and personal preferences to influence scoring.

BONUS
5 Point bonus if the team is in garb throughout the entire competition.

Additional Judges Comments
These comments here to help the team improve their skill or their documentation, and improve their knowledge
overall. They are not intended to criticize in any way or belittle the amazing efforts the team attempted, even if the
outfit was not completed.

